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CHAPTER V 

CLOSING 

 

A. Conclusion 

After doing research on the verses discussing about the characteristic of good 

and bad women in the Qur’an, the writer can concludes some points: 

a) The women figures included in good women according to the Qur’an 

are: Eve, Sarah, Hagar, Pharaoh’s wife, Mary, Imran’s wife, Aisya, 

Hafs}ah binti Umar, Zainab binti Jahsy, two women in Madyan or 

Syuaib daughters, Queen Balqis, Mosses mother, H}aulah binti 

Tha’labah. While women figures included in bad women according to 

the Qur’an are: Lut}’s wife, Noah’s wife, Zulaih}a, Abu Lahab’s wife. 

b) The characteristic of good women figures according to the Qur’an are: 

1) Good women always believe in God and do anything which are 

appropiate with Alla>h’s command. 

2) Good women never give up when they got an examination, because 

they believe that Alla>h never examines His follower out of their 

ability. 

3) Good wife always obedient to her husband as long as his command 

didn’t opposite to Islamic teaching. 

4) Good mother teaches her children with love, she does anything to 

make her children becomes a good person and useful to another 

people. 

5) If she makes a mistake, by the devotion and obedience to God, then 

she improves her self become good women. 
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6) Good women always defends her believing in God, although the 

husband tortures her, she never gives up. Precisely this is strengthen 

her faith in God. 

7) Good women always keep their household in order to make a happy 

family and she always tries to keep composure of their household. 

8) A Good woman is patient woman and always keeps her purity and 

her honor. 

 

The characteristics of bad figures according to the Qur’an are: 

1) Bad women are those who are disbelieve in God and don’t obedient 

to her husband. 

2) Usually she spreads a lie news. 

3) Bad woman tries to seduce a man. 

4) Bad woman likes to distort facts to slander. 

B. Suggestion  

In term of developing scientific consciousness and after conducting research 

about the characteristic of good and bad women in the Qur’an, the writer wants to 

define some suggestions that might be useful for further research, those are: 

a. Because of writer limitation and deficit in uncovering, discussing, and 

understanding the characteristic of good and bad women in the Qur’an, so 

there is a confusion and limitation in explaining the substance of those 

verses and the interpretation of them. So, the writer hopes to people in 

order to continue this discussion to be better. 

b. For the next researcher and whoever studies about the characteristic of 

good and bad women in the Qur’an, the comprehensive study toward the 

characteristic of women in the Qur’an still needed to do, because this 

cause will always grow following the development of era.  
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c. Some researchs it may be new research are about characteristic of good 

and bad women use tafsir ilmi by psycological approach, because this is 

does not be the aim of this research and make the research can explain 

deeper, and research about good and bad women according to the Qur’an 

in the feminism perspective. So, there is a compatibility between al-Qur’an 

and feminism perspective. 

d. The writer hopes that this research gives advantages, especially for writer 

self and generally for whoever who want study about the characteristics of 

good and bad women in the Qur’an by using thematic study.  

 

C. Closing  

Those what the writer could perform about the characteristic of good and bad 

women in the Qur’an. Praises be to Allah, who has given everything to writer. Without 

His love and compassion, surely the writer would not be able to complete this 

exhausting final task. After streaming blood and tears, the writer is finally able to 

complete this final task well. Peace and salutation may be upon to beloved prophet 

Muhammad SAW, his inspiring attitude, indeed, inspires the writer to face bravely the 

storm eventually comes closer and makes too much disturbances in the process of work 

settlement. 

Despite this paper is far from perfect, it is finished on time. With love and 

compassion coming from the depth of the heart writer says thanks to all those who have 

helped resolve this paper. The writer hopes that this paper provides a useful contribution 

for the triumph of science. Nothing is wasted in this world, blood, tired, and tears 

watered this paper in the course of settlement may provide a lesson for the writer. And 

finally, this paper is still very far from perfect. As common human being, the writer is 

impossible to be free from mistakes, thus, the writer really excuses for those errors. 

Hopefully, this writing gives such benefits to scientific discourse.  


